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ABSTRACT
The government of Indonesia has recently expanded its poverty alleviation effort,
one of the nation's primary development objectives. The provision of a water
supply to the urban poor is one of the key components of this strategy. This study
exams the problem of water supply for the urban poor in North Jakarta.
The poor urban areas of North Jakarta are defined for this study as settlements
where low income people live, which have minimal infrastructure, and where the
squatter is prevalent. Usually these areas are not located near the water supply
network system, and have difficulty getting access to other clean and drinkable water
sources. Most of North Jakarta has salty ground water, and the surface water
is polluted; so to people who are not connected to the piped service the issue of
clean water is critical.
In this thesis I will describe and analyze the benefits and problems relate to
two distribution technologies that are being used to provide water to the
communities that are not connected to the piped service: public hydrants and
water tank station with truck delivery. They serve only about 36% of the local
population. There are also water vendors, but they charge high prices. At the
end, poor families pay more for water than the higher income families who
can benefit the pipe connection service.
This thesis concludes that there should be higher standards of per capita
consumpiton assumed in the expansion of facilities and other revision of
standards. At the same time I conclude that significant improvement in
service requires incentives for private participation in the construction of
facilities and a new larger water vending system that charges lower prices.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Urbanization has created many problems in a metropolitan city of developing
country like Jakarta. Poor migrants tend to live in squatter settlements in urban
areas instead of living in the suburb; it is closer to the job market so they do not
have to spend extra time and money for the transportation. However, the squatter
settlements are not ready to provide adequate basic services needed for a decent
quality of life, such as clean water supply. On the other hand, urbanization should
be accompanied by the development of a system of urban infrastructure, so that
living conditions for the entire urban population are equally met.
Like many rural areas, squatter settlements in urban areas still remain
unserved or underserved by basic water and sanitation services. Even though
urban water supply and sanitation sectors have benefitted from relatively rapid
development and increased investment during the past five-year-plan periods,
attention to serve the poor area of the city has still lagged behind.
In urban community the majority of people that are not connected to the
pipe network delivery system are low income people. They are either can not
afford to pay the service connection or they live in the area that are not yet
cover by the network system. For communities that are not connected to the pipe
service there are two types of non-pipe services being provided: (1) public
hydrant serve low income community that are located within the network
system but are not connected to the service, and (2) truck delivery serve people
that live in the area not yet cover by the pipe network or areas that are remote
and isolated such as a fishermen village.
The government of Indonesia has recently expanded its poverty alleviation
effort as one of the nation primary development objectives. The provision of a water
supply to the urban poor is one of the key components of this strategy. This study
was proposed in support of this recognition. In this thesis I will describe and
analyze the benefits and problems relate to two distribution technologies that
are being used to provide water to the urban poor in North Jakarta : public
hydrants and truck delivery.
Poor urban areas or "slum" areas of North Jakarta are defined for this study
as settlements where low income people live, which have minimal infrastructure, and
which developed legal or illegal land tenure without formal guidance from the
government. Usually these areas are not located near the water supply network
system, and because they occupy a poor and under developed settlement, they
also have difficulty getting access to other clean and drinkable water sources; the
ground water is salty and the surface water is polluted. The issue of clean
water in North Jakarta is critical.
In bringing people closer to meeting their basic needs such as water supply and
sanitation, government should not deny services on the basis of the legality of their
settlement. After all, to receive a better quality of basic infrastructure service people
should not be discriminated against by the location where they live. In term of
equity the government should give similar attention to this segment of population as
to other parts of the city to avoid extreme protest that may affect the nation's
social and political stability.
Background of The Problem
The provision of clean water to urban communities has been an important
policy objective since the beginning of Indonesia's five-year development plan
in 1969 (Pelita I)1. However, up until its fourth year of Pelita V it was
estimated that only 40% of the urban population was served by the municipal
water companies' pipe network service. In addition, this number is still far
from the targeted goal of 80% coverage of urban population by the end of
Pelita V in 1994.
At present, Indonesia's urban population has reached approximately 50
million or about 28 % of the country's total population. With an annual urban
growth rate of 4.4 %, much higher than the national growth rate of 1.9 %, this
percentage is expected to continue or even increase as the country industrializes
more. A rough estimate of the urban population by the end of Repelita V is
61 million or 32% of the projected total population of 192 million (Soegijoko,
1989).
The capital city Jakarta had an estimated population of 7.2 million people in
1992. It is divided into five administrative divisions or municipalities (Kotamadya),
each headed by a mayor who is appointed by the governor. The municipality of
North Jakarta, which is located in the northern coastal area of Jakarta and is
bordered by the Java Sea, is divided into seven districts. namely, Penjaringan,
Cilincing, Pademangan, Tanjung Priok, Koja, Kelapa Gading, and Kepulauan Seribu.
The area covers 143.58 square kilometers or about 22 % of Jakarta's total area.
The total population of North Jakarta in 1992 was just over 1 million, and
had been growing at a rate of more than 3.4% per year during the previous 10 years
(Bureau of Statistics, 1992). The population growth rate is expected to be
decreasing to a level of below 1.5 % annually at the years of 2000 (Jabotabek
1Under the new-order regime a Long-Term Development Plan I begin in 1969, and consisted of five
REPELITAs (Five-Years Development Plans). Repelita V will end on March 1994 and will be
followed by the Long-Term Development Plan II.
Metropolitan Development Plan, 2005) as a result of various efforts from the
government to reduce population growth.
The community of North Jakarta is very unique. It has the highest
percentage of low income people in Jakarta because migrants from various ethnics
backgrounds looking for formal and informal jobs, concentrated in this part of the
city. Sanitation conditions in most parts of the area are distressing because
sanitation facilities are very poor in quality as well as limited in quantity. This
condition is even worse because the storm drainage does not work. Floods come
often, not only during the rainy season, but also from the sea during the high tide.
The people have been faced with a clean water supply shortage for a long time.
One of the problems is that the distribution network of water from the municipal
water enterprise (PAM Jaya) 2 does not cover all parts of North Jakarta. The high
capital cost of building distribution network delivery systems makes the service to the
poor urban areas an unattractive investment for the municipal water company.
Therefore, most of the population must seek other sources of water for their
domestic needs. Another problem is that the government is often reluctant to
invest in areas that they consider to be illegally occupied.
The condition is made worse by the fact that the ground water in North
Jakarta is brackish. To get good quality water, one has to drill down to 200 m
deep. This is very expensive for the poor communities in the slum areas.
Moreover, the Ciliwung River, which used to be the main source of clean water for
bathing and washing, cannot be used anymore because of pollution.
2The municipal water enterprise for Jakarta, herein will be called PAM Jaya, is a local
government's owned company that provides water supply system to the community
of Jakarta area.
Non-piped system service, even though it seems to be a short term solution for
water supply provision, is considered to be one of the viable alternatives to achieve
the targeted goal. Usually PAM Jaya construct the facilities in the form of
communal type of water service where people located within walking distance can
fetch their water. Consequently, for the poor located far from the water facilities,
buying clean water from vendors is the only choice. It has been concluded in a
number of studies that households which purchase water from vendors pay the most
per unit for water and devote a larger share of their income to water than any other
segment of the population.
Starting in 1988, in order to help the poor people get access to a clean water
supply, the central government granted funds to PAM Jaya to construct some
public hydrant and water tank facilities. Public hydrants serve people who live within
the network of the distribution system, while for those that live outside the network
are served by water tank facilities. The community refers to the water tank facilities
as "water terminals", they relies on water trucks distributing water to each of the
water tank located within the surrounding community. One of the central
government's goals of this project has been to bring down the high cost charged by
water vendor by: (1) increasing the water supply, (2) subsidizing initial investment,
(3) subsidizing the price of water, and (4) involving the community.
Previous studies of the area show that the price of water consumed by
people in the poor urban area of North Jakarta was still very high compared to
the water consumed by those individually connected to the system, despite price
subsidies and government investments on hydrant and water terminals from 1988-
1993. Clearly, the existing program and policy for the provision of water service for
the poor is inadequate. The lack of regulated pricing and an institutional framework
has also provided an opportunity for vendors to increase the price of water beyond
the level reasonably affordable to the poor.
On the other hand, the higher income communities enjoy getting clean water at
cheaper prices because they are directly on the PAM distribution network. Easy
access and relatively low price mean that not only do they get water for basic
domestic needs, like cooking and drinking, they even use it for washing car and
watering the plants. Such contrast induces jealousy and makes visible a huge equity
problem.
To develop a new approach to the provision of water service, the government
of Indonesia is currently in the process of reorganizing the role of a number of
relevant agencies. However, unlike the formal approach taken by the government
to rural water supply through the IINPRES 3 channeling system, a different
approach of supply should be adapted by the authorities to address poor-urban's
demand.
Objective of Study
Several issues will be addressed in this thesis. One issue is the problem of the
pricing of water. In order to understand the problems and how they relate to the
existing policies and institutional structures, several questions must be answered.
They are: what causes vendors to demand such a high price for water? Is it
beneficial to continue expanding investments in water terminals and/or public
hydrants? Are there any institutional changes in the provision of water terminals
and public hydrants which might lower prices without reducing the level of
service?
3INPRES for water is special funded grant program of the President to help local governments
construct water and sanitation facilities in rural areas.
The second issue concerns the technical problems associated with the quality
of service. Given the existing conditions can existing water terminals and/or public
hydrants service be improved technically to achieve the goal? This study will result
in recommendations for policy changes which support both technical and institutional
improvements to water supply provision for the poor urban community in North
Jakarta.
Organization of the Thesis
In Chapter One I have introduced the problem of providing water service to
poor urban areas. In Chapter Two I will evaluate the local/central government
strategies currently in place to meet the need for water in poor urban areas in
general, and relate these strategies to the condition of public hydrant and water
terminal programs in poor urban areas of North Jakarta. This will include he
actors involved in the program, constraints faced by those actors, and the high
prices of water which poor consumers encounter. I will also analyze policy
reform on the water markets in North Jakarta based on a previous study in the
area.
Chapter Three describes the methodology to estimate the existing condition of
the water supply in the area and calculate the projected demand for non-
connected delivery service of water to the year 2000. In Chapter Four I will
describe the propose improvement of water supply provision for the poor. Emphasis
will be placed on ways to improve the level of service which also lower the price.
Finally, provides the conclusions of the study and some recommendations of
possible policy changes in the local and central governments for the improvement
of water provision to the urban poor and recommendation of further studies.
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CHAPTER 2
WATER PROVISION IN POOR URBAN
OF NORTH JAKARTA
The recent rapid population growth in North Jakarta has created intense
pressures on city services and has led to a number of environmental problems;
water service is one of them, and this problem has an important role in
determining health status of the community. Incidence of water borne diseases,
such as gastroenteric, viral diseases, and skin infection, is high in this area due
to the low income and poor sanitation condition. Out of the total population of
North Jakarta only about 42 % (as of 1992) is directly connected to the
municipal water system. The rest have to rely on other sources of water for
their daily activity and source of drinking water.
As I have briefly mentioned in the introduction, a very intensive
withdrawal of ground water over the years in Jakarta city has depleted the
freshwater aquifers, and now much of water in the wells along the
coastline in North Jakarta is brackish; people who live in this part of the city
can not rely on well water for their water consumption. Moreover, rivers that
run through North Jakarta are heavily polluted, and rainwater, which is used
mainly for activities other than cooking and drinking, is only available during the
annual four months rainy season.
Obviously for those who do not connect to the pipe delivery service, the
realiability of non-pipe delivery services, e.g public hydrant and water
terminals, are the only hope they have for sources of water other than to
rely on water vendors who usually charge a more expensive water relative to
their income and be a further burden to these already low income people.
I; = I'
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In this chapter I will describe findings from the field observations and
interviews that I made with the officials of North Jakarta water enterprise,
with water enterprise technicians, and with community leaders. Some of these
observations are also based on the experience and contact that I have had
since 1989 after I joined the Ministry of Planning and worked with the
water supply sector in that office. The analysis is also based on studies that
have been done in this field in North Jakarta.
Sources and Delivery of Water
The municipal water enterprise of North Jakarta is one of PAM Jaya's
branch offices which is serving the Kotamadya North Jakarta and area. It divide
its service into 7 zones, each with its own administrative office. Zones are named
by districts with the exception of the Kecamatan Pulau Seribu and Tanjung
Priok. Pulau Seribu is consisted of a number of small islands off the Java
coastline which is not served by the water enterprise and so is not included in
the analysis.
Tanjung Priok district divides into 2 zones : Tanjung Priok I ald Tanjung
Priok 1I. Part of the Tanjung Priok 1I zone is not managed by the North
Jakarta office but is directly under the administrative jurisdiction of the PAM
Jaya central office. This area is an international harbor that needs a specific
management and charging system. The service zones division is shown in
Figure 2.2.
The reason people do not have access to the water network system is
usually either because the network system does not cover their area or
because they are very poor and not able to pay the connection service fee
FIGURE 2.3
WATER DISTRIBUTION SCHEME
or the monthly water charge. The connection fee is charged by the area of the
property, starting from Rp. 81.000 ($40)4 for 100 m2. This cost is not very high,
relatively speaking, but for poor people with uncertain income, an obligation
to pay that amount in a lump sum is considered a burden. Another reason this
fee seems unreachable is that it is known publicly that to actually get a water
connection is much more costly than the stated official fee because an
"unofficial" fee is usually added.
Furthermore, those who are connected to the piped system, pay not
only for water consumption, but also for additional charges such as meter
device maintenance and administrative fees. For the low income residents, it is
easier to pay as they go and adjust water usage with their income instead of
paying a certain amount of money monthly.
There are several modes of service provided by the water enterprise for
the people who do not have direct connection, they are: Hidran Umum (public
hydrant), Hidran Contoh (demonstration hydrant), and Tanki Air (water truck).
These three modes were originally being design to locate within walking
distance from the targeted community so that people cold fetch the water
themselves. But since the community has expanded so fast, lots of people live
far from the facilities. Since the water enterprise can not build facilities fast
enough to meet the growing population, many people have to rely on vendors
to deliver water to their door. The water distribution scheme in North Jakarta
is shown in Figure 2.3.
4As of April 30, 1994 the currency for 1 US $ is Rp. 2150.
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Table 2.1
Number of Public Hydrants and Water Terminals
in North Jakarta, 1993
No. Zones Hydrants Water
Contoh Umum Terminals
1 Penjaringan 28 12 17
2 Pademangan 76 118 1
3 Tanjung Priok 1+11 98 173 0
4 Koja 84 149 1
5 Kelapa Gading 12 0 0
6 Cilincing 147 58 46
TOTAL 445 510 65
Source: North Jakarta Water
Enterprise
Table 2.1 is shown the number of facilities by each service zones. The
distinction between "hidran umum" and "hidran contoh" is as follows: The
"hidran umum" is a public hydrant owned by an individual who paid for the
construction after receiving approval from the head of the sub district5 (Lurah).
"Hidran contoh" are hydrants which are constructed by grant funds, which
come from the central government, PAM Jaya, or other private institutions. The
operators and sites for this type of hydrant are selected based on the
recommendation of the head of the sub district before construction, and they
usually locate the hydrants in the yard of the operator's house.
Both types of hydrants are constructed with the same design criteria; they
are built as under-ground reservoirs made of concrete with the capacity of
between 2 m3 - 6 m3 , facilitated by an electrical hand-pump to draw the water
from the reservoar. The reservoar is needed to collect the water and to
5Hierarchically each distric (Kecamatan) is divided into severall sub-district (Kelurahan), the
subdistric headed by "Lurah" who is appointed by the higher level of authorities.
anticipate the peak consumption as well as facing an emergency situation when the
water from the pipe network service does not run continously. This system is
different from stand-posts or stand pipe facility which is not constructed with
the reservoar and only being built in the rural areas.
The water truck delivery system consists of trucks owned by both the
water enterprise and private companies. Privately owned tanker trucks only
serve households with large water storage capacity. Because they do not
usually serve poor segments of the population, this type of mode will not be
discussed much further in this thesis.
Trucks which deliver water to the water terminals are owned by the
water enterprise. The water terminals are multi-tap facilities made of concrete
with cylindrical fiberglass reservoirs which have a capacity of either 6m 3 or 10
m3. The operator of this facility is appointed by the water enterprise based
on the recommendation of the lurah. Water terminals in North Jakarta are
mostly located in the Kecamatan Penjaringan and Kecamatan Cilincing because
the distribution network does not yet reach this eastern and western part of
the Kotamadya.
Parts of North Jakarta that are having the fewest PAM Jaya
connections are Cilincing in the northeast and Penjaringan in the northwest.
Cilincing and Penjaringan are remote swampy area beyond the reach of the
piped water distribution system, part of these area which are covered by
piped water system is at the far end of a distribution system, therefore much
of the area suffers from poor water pressure especially during dry season.
That is the reason why most of the tanks terminals are located in these
areas.
The major problem with this kind of system is with its reliability. Obviously
availability of water in the water terminals depends on deliveries from water
trucks. Even though there are 19 trucks owned by the water enterprise which
deliver water to the total of 65 water terminals in North Jakarta, not all of
them are in good condition. Ideally each water tank is at least filled once a
day, however, weather and traffic conditions to the locations influence the
frequency of the delivery. Consequently, the reliability of supply from the
water tanks is in question.
Water Vending Activities
The water vending system in North Jakarta is elaborate and informal.
There was no data to indicate when the practice of water vending started,
however the number of vendors seems to increase as the population grows.
Generally, vendors are all interrelated; they are either relatives or
acquaintance who come from the same village from Central or West Java.
Some of them stay on permanently as a vendor while others take the job
seasonally and go back to their village after they have collected enough
money.
The primary sources of water for the distributing vendors are hydrants
and water terminals. Vendors use hand carts to transport up to 12 20-liter
plastic jerrycans. After a customer buys water by the cart or by the can, the
vendor carries the jerrycans to the house from the street or alley and places
the water in the household's drum or reservoir as part of the service.
Vendors tend to have regular routes and avoid competition among
themselves; they have created an unwritten code of ethic among themselves that
a vendor should not offer water to a customer other than their usual buyer unless
the customers asks for it themselves in order to restrict the competition Based
on the last survey the average radius of service of a vendor is about I km; and
the majority of them can sell water as much as 1.5 to 3.0 cubic meter per day
(Dian Desa, 1990).
Water vending job is a very labour-intensive and quite hard work. The
difference between the buying price of water from hydrant operator and the
selling price minus their daily expenses will give profit for the vendors, the
wages for their labour. The daily income of vendors varies between Rp.
2,200 to Rp. 13,600 (Dian Desa, 1990) with an average of Rp. 6,000 per day,
which will give an average monthly income of about Rp. 150,000. For
average vendors, without any skill, this income is considered high if we
compare it to the national minimum daily wages of Rp. 3800 per day. It
would not be a suprise if there were a surge of people wanting to be water
vendors, but since the job seems indirectly to be restricted for people that
come from certain areas, there is not much competition going on within the
job arket.
Water Pricing System
Water pricing is determined by the City Council of Jakarta. The City
Council considers larger policy objectives such as income distribution and the
needs of lower income citizens to have access to basic need service when
setting public utility prices. In this case, access to drinkable water and basic
sanitation is considered a basic right of the poor, as well as a necessary
component of public health.
The city council implements a pricing policy which is on a sliding scale by
providing services on a low-charge basis to residents below a certain income
standard. This system allows the prices to increase as the volume of
consumed water increases. The price also differs between social and
commercial uses; social utilization gets subsidized prices which vary between
connected and non-connected services like hydrants and terminals. However, it
generally turns out that water that is consumed by the poorest through vendors
costs far more than individually connected service. External delivery costs
which are involved in the operation of vending distribution are overlooked in
economic analyses of the pricing system.
Table 2.2
PAM Jaya Water Rate, 1993
(Rupiah / M3)
Type of Consumers Amount of Water Consumed per Month (M3)
0-15 16-30 31-50 >50
Households 350 650 850 1150
Social Use:
Public Hydrant 250 250 250 250
Hidrant Contoh 250 250 250 25o
Commercial Use:
Small Business 840 840 1680 1680
Big Business 1,100 1,100 2,100 2,100
Industrial Use:
Small Industry 940 940 1,900 1,900
Big Industry 1,260 1,260 2,500 2,500
Source: PAM Jaya, Tarif Air
Minum.
As is shown in the pricing table, PAM Jaya sells water to the facility
operators at a subsidized tariff of (Rp. 350) per m3 for terminals and Rp. 250 per
m3 for public hydrants. The operator of each hydrant or terminal then sells the
water to private vendors or people who come to the facility for the official price
of Rp.650 per m3 . In reality, however, the actual selling prices can be anywhere
from Rp. 1000 to Rp. 4000 per m3 (Dian Desa, 1990) because additional costs
like the price for the cart rental are added, and because the prices depends on
the area and the seasons.
In the non-piped delivery system, there is an additional delivery cost
added to the price. These costs, which include the cost of truck operation or
human-carrier service, mean the highest price is paid by the poor families who
are the last point to get the services. Poor families living in the informal
settlements end up paying more than the higher-income families living in the
formal sector.
Vendor's selling prices vary greatly since regulations allow individual
water sellers to determined their prices according to the market. The average
selling price from the vendor to the end user varies from Rp.200 per pikul (2
jerricans) or Rp. 5000 per m3, to a high of Rp. 9000 per m3 for medium income
household during the dry season located at a distance 2 km from the water
terminals (Dian Desa, 1990). The same quality of water would cost only
Rp.350 per m3 if it came from the municipal connection system.
Eventhough the community senses of dissatisfaction over the high prices of
water is obvious, we would not hear any protest from the community until
we had informal discussion with each individual persons. It is not in the
culture of this community to express their right or demand for service
improvement explicitly. However, some scholars and government officials who
are concern with this issue anxious that someday this problem could trigger the
social injustice issues within the community.
The Technical Problems
Technical criteria for the design of hydrants and water terminals were
developed by PAM Jaya, with the assistance of the Directorate of Water
Development6. Some general guidelines for site selection and general technical
specification are as follows:
1. The facility should be located in squatter settlements with relatively high
density of population. Priority should also be given to areas with a high
incidence of infant mortality.
2. As part of the community preparation stage, there should be a written
demand from the community to verify that there is land available for
location of the facility. The land should be legally confirmed by the Lurah.
3. Hydrant should be located where there is a secondary pipe network system
within a radius of 150 meter and with a minimum head pressure of 5
meter. Hydrants with 2 to 3 m3  capacity serve 100 people (20
households), those with a capacity of 6 m3 serve 200 people (40 households).
4. Water terminals, should be located near a street or alley wide enough for
the truck to drive in. Terminals with the capacity of 6 m3 are designed
to serve 200 people or about 20 households; 10m3 hydrant serve 300
people or 60 households.
6Directorate of Water Development is the division in the Ministry of Public Works that
responsible for the planning and programming of the water supply sector.
In reality, however, the differences in service quality among the facilities
appears to depend on the technical performance. My findings indicate that
there are technical problems when the placement and implementation of the
facilities do not conform with the original design. When I asked officials from
the water enterprise about this problem, they explained that there was a
targeted number of facilities which must be constructed within a certain fiscal
year or else the unused money will be sent back to the government's general
fund. To avoid returning money they construct the facilities inappropriately,
thus, this target-oriented approach has made the quality of the facilities being
constructed unsatisfactory.
From direct observation, I also found that sometimes facility locations rely
more on decisions made by the Lurah for personal reasons than on the design
plan. In other locations facility's sites are not comply with the primary pipe
network expansion; locations which will soon receive pipe networks should wait
for the pipe to expand to their neighborhood rather than be chosen as the
selected sites for the hydrants because as soon as connection service available
people would get connected to the service if affordable and results in a
nonoptimal use of the non-connection service facilities.
The limited number of available facilities resulted on hydrants must be
spaced sufficiently far apart. The distance from facility to the end user is one
of the factor which led to the expensive price of vending water. In a few
cases, hydrant operators connect long hoses to deliver water to individual
houses so that the water does not have to be carried. Even though this
method benefits the customer, the water enterprise considers this kind of
service illegal. One of the reasons is that these households then can consume
Figure 2.4
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water in unlimited volume while paying a low flat rate charge for hydrants
rather than the progressive tariff charge to individual connection customers. If
many customer did the same thing, there would be a loss of water pressure
in the pipe network system.
Finally, according to water company technicians the use of the pipe
delivery system is technically superior to other appropriate responses. They
argue that because of the hydrant installation, the pressure in the pipe
network is disturbed so much that they can not provide adequate water to the
households located down stream of the network.
Economic and Institutional Difficulties
In Indonesia, the government constitution (Undang-Undang Dasar 1945)
states that all natural resources which are valuable for human welfare are to be
controlled and regulated by the government. Responsibility for water provision
is given to the local and district government. As public welfare is one of the
water enterprise's objectives, satisfactory water service and expanded coverage for
the unserved neighborhoods and the informal community should be provided.
On the other hand, in recent years the government has been encouraging
municipal enterprises to apply financial discipline and to become more efficient.
In addition to that, with a cutback in government aid, utility companies tend to
view investment in poor neighborhoods as increasingly unattractive, because the
profit margin is small. In addition to the low use of water, request for
connection is also fewer in these communities. For low income people it is
easier to pay water charge in a daily basis than to pay it in aggregate of a
monthly bill payment.
From the national perspective, the reasons for low investments in
informal settlements is that they are not only have a poor financial rate of
return, an analysis which compares cost with revenue streams based on the
expected sales of water, but they also have a poor economic rates of return
(WASH, 1993). The economic rate of return analysis considers all aspects of a
project including an increase in land values and other possible payoffs and the
virtues of the project compared with others.
Both of these methods can be used to show that investments in services
for the poor are less attractive than the investments for people above the
middle class because the same pipes will produce a greater consumption of
water at the same or higher prices if used for non-social purposes, such as
commercial or home industries. Moreover, land values are likely to rise more
quickly in the higher class neighborhoods, since it is often difficult to discover
sales and rental prices of real estate in poor neighborhoods, especially when
the property's tenure is not clear.
The low income families certainly do not have the money to invest in
infrastructure. An additional constraint in providing infrastrflcre to the urban
informal sector is the lack of a local financial institution willing to make
loans and collect revenues. There are no in-house credit agencies or financing
institutions in the municipal water enterprise to help fund the informal
community, to establish contract loans and to collect payments. The urban
poor, who are without steady jobs, and have no savings, uncertain land tenure,
and low incomes are not considered credit worthy.
The reason PAM Jaya water enterprise allowed individuals to invest and
operate "hidrant umum" was in the hope that by inviting private parties to
participate in the water supply service, they would increase the supply and
competion. However, it turns out that people were only willing to engage in
this business if they could earn high revenues, so naturally the main reason for
the provision of water, helping the poor to get access to water at a reasonable
prices, was quite unrealistic unless the water delivery monopoly are being
eliminated. Private agents in this service, such as the owners of public hydrants
and the water vendors, tend to have a monopoly operations which makes high
revenue possible. Like any monopoly the informal sector of water vendors
needs to be organized and controlled.
The enormous difference between the prices has led the authority to have
concerns about both equity and health problems. Beginning in 1988, the central
government had given grant money to fund the construction of "hydrants
contoh" and "terminals air" in North Jakarta. Since then, a total of 398
hydrant contoh have been added to the total of 955 hydrants and 65 water
terminals already constructed. The monitoring and evaluation in the first round
of this project, which was done 6 months after the operations began, indicated
that the average prices charged by water vendors dropped by around 40% (World
Bank Report, 1991). While this is an improvement, it still means that these
communities pay about Rp.5400 per m3 of water, still much higher than the Rp.
350 per m3 for the first 15 m3 for piped connections in Jakarta.
Unfortunately the assistance was stopped in 1993 because of the central
government's financial situation. Even though the central government expenditure
on water supply infrastructure is considered the fifth largest expenditure in the
national budget, the consideration at that time was that, in terms of national
equity, there were more places across the Indonesian archipelago that were in
worse situation compared to North Jakarta. Meanwhile, from the local
government prespective an unequal distribution of service in a capital city like
Jakarta will bring about problems which in the long run might also damage
national equity which would create social tension among the community. A
situation in which water prices reflect the ability of a community to pay while
still providing a fair return to the private producer is required.
A further problem is in the PAM Jaya organization structure itself Because
of recent controversy, a reorganization is going on which will result in the
elimination of the water terminal and hydrants division office in the near future.
This action will only exacerbate the lack of future resources and decrease
the company's concern for service to the poor community.
Due to this shortage of capital investment and lack of attention from the
water enterprise itself, the central government should still considering give
subsidized investment to water provision for the poor community in North Jakarta.
Since subsidized funds would not use cost recovery as a major issue. In
addition to grants, there is another way to persuade the water enterprise to
become more concerned about this problem. The central government could
make it clear in a sub-loan agreement, being made to the water enterprise for a
service expansion project, that a specified portion of the total funds should be
invested towards increasing service to the poor sections of the urban community
through hydrant and water terminal programs.
Other resources can also be available from private or government
institutions as long as there is a political will from the local government and the
water enterprise to attract the funds. So far, the North Jakarta water enterprise
has not had a master plan to meet the demand of locations needing non-direct
water connection systems in their area.
The Water Markets Deregulation
The deregulation intended to increase the supply, and to lower the price
of vending water was affirmed by the authorities in 1990. To support a stable
and competitive water supply, the municipal water company, PAM Jaya,
promulgated a new policy which stated that households with connection service
would be permitted to sell water to their neighbors and to vendors. Beforehand,
all retail water outlets were required to obtain sales permit (renewable
annually), issued by the municipal government through the water enterprise.
Households connected to the piped water system were not permitted to sell
water.
In 1992 an annual review of the deregulation done by the World Bank
indicated that deregulation significantly and positively effected on prices paid for
and quantities consumed of water by low income families (Crane, 1993). The sale
of water from household connections offered competition to hydran;t: as well as
water tanks, both for direct sales to families and as a supplier to vendors.
Many households from the survey of the study have benefited from the
availability of closer and in some cases less expensive water. On the other hand,
vendors report no substantial impact on either prices or quantity sold. The
household resalers sell the water for anywhere from Rp. 700 to Rp. 3400 per
m3, at an average of Rp. 2030 per m3, (Crane, 1993) much less than either
vended or hydrant water.
Even though the vended water is the most expensive among non-
connected water sources, some consumers still think that vendors offer substantial
convenience and time savings over hydrant, water terminal, or household resale.
To be able to afford the vended water, the customer must be willing to keep water
consumption low; they only use it for drinking water and cooking and use
rain water for other uses (Crane, 1993).
In spite of the positive impact of the household resaler on the
availability of water for the low income community, the authorities from the
water enterprise do not think that this provision will last very long. The
deregulation was based on a 3 years trial period and there is a motion from
the North Jakarta office to reverse the regulation at the end of the trial
term.
This motion was based on two aspects: technical and administrative.
From the technical view allowing the households to sell water gives a heavy
load to the network system, especially if this practice is applied for a long
period of time and continues to grow. As the number of household resalers
increases, the total amount of domestic water consumption will increase far
above the design capacity, since each household will consume water more than
it was expected in the design stage.
From the water enterprise's point of view, in the long run this practice
will not only overload the system, which might collapse the distribution network
system itself, but it will also decrease the household's willingness to get
connected to the system when the company is ready to serve them with the
connection pipe because they could have the convenience of getting water from
pipe system without having to pay the connection charge.
From the administrative aspect, the new policy was only a directive
announcement (PAM Jaya Water Enterprise Director General Announcement no.
030/INSTR/PAM/IV/1990, date April 2, 1990) and it contradicts with the
original regulations. The Governor Regulation (Peraturan Daerah DKI Jaya no. 6
tahun 1988) does not allow the practice of household water resale, and
violation of this regulation is consider a criminal act. Since this regulation
comes from a much higher level of legislature, the water company's
deregulation is essentially powerless. Unless there is a strong political force
from the municipality to change the governor's regulation, the water company
deregulation will probably get reversed.
The next chapter will analyse the current service of water for the poor
community and forecast the future demand for non-connected delivery service
of water in the area.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS FOR ESTIMATING DEMAND
As I have described in the previous chapters, it will be years before the
whole population of the poor community in North Jakarta can be able to benefit
from a clean and reliable supply of water of household connection service. Until
individual households are connected with the network service, other modes of
distribution will still be an option, though they are more expensive. It will be the
responsibility of the authorities in charge of water supply issues to protect the
members of the poor community without public service from paying unreasonable
prices to private vendors.
There has been a suggestion from scholars interested in this field that the
way to lower water prices is to increase the supply of water in the community
and create more competition among the water sellers. Although recent water
deregulation, which has permitted household customers to resell water, has created
an increase in the supply and a slight lowering of the price, it seems that a
reversal of this permissive regulation by PAM Jaya cannot be avoided. Another
solution besides deregulation would be to construct more facilities. From the
vendor's aspect, increasing the number of water-tap facilities would reduce the cost
of hauling vended water to the costumers.
In order to assess the magnitude of need, I will calculate the demand for
distribution from hydrants and water terminals, basing my estimates on the
available data from PAM Jaya and data from survey studies done by Dian Desa
(1989) and Randall Crane (1992). The demand will be forecast over to the year
2000 to make it concurrent with the next five-year development plan, which starts
in 1994.
To forecast the demand for non-connection service to the year 2000, there
are two basic information that have to be calculated : the projected population
to the year 2000 and the projected household connection service growth.
Forecast of Population by District
Each of the districts in North Jakarta has a different annual population
growth rate (since each location has a different demographic characteristic). The
annual growth rate per-district is calculated using the following formula:
P -Pt
rit+1
P
ri = Annual population growth rate at zone i
P = Population at time t and t + 1
Because of a limited access to data, I only use data based on population
in 1990, 1991, and 1992. The result of the annual growth rate per-zones are
shown in Table 3.1. The r in the Table 3.1 is the average annual growth rate
based on the 3-year data base. In order to forecast the population to the year
2000 using the calculated annual growth rate, certain assumptions must be
made concerning the different characteristic of each district.
First, the positive growth rates will be assumed to forecast the
population over the entire area. This is based on the assumption that the decrease
of population in Tanjung Priok and Koja during 1990 - 1991 is based on the
administrative transitional process resulting from the change in the number of
districts in North Jakarta during 1989 to 1990. Beginning in 1990 North Jakarta
changed its administrative boundaries, expanding from five districts to seven
districts, overall the actual number of people did not decrease.
The second assumption is that the annual growth rate will not change
over the period of forecasting. Based on 1990 - 1992 data the average annual
growth rate for the whole North Jakarta is 2.2 %. Since this number is in line
with the long term expected annual growth rate for the whole DKI Jakarta area
for the period 1993 - 2003 (Jakarta Bureau of Statistic, 1990), it will be used for
the forecasting.
Tabel 3.1
North Jakarta Population
Annual Growth Rate By District
DISTRICT YEAR r
1 1990 1991 1992
Penjaringan 158,798 162,544 167,745 0,028
Pademangan 120,317 120,331 120,376 0.002
Tanjung Priok 284,654 275,570 283,087 -0.002
Koja 246,975 233,964 241,544 -0,010
Kelapa Gading 71,604 77,212 88,725 0,114
Cilincing 178,629 183,237 188,367 0,027
Pulai Seribu 14,276 14,467 14,526 0,009
TOTAL 1,075,253 1,067,325 1,104,370
Source : Jakarta in Figures, Bureau of Statistic.
The population forecast is obtained using the following equation:
Pn = Po(1+ r)"
ri = Annual growth rate at region i
Table 3.2
North Jakarta Population Estimates
1994-2000
DISTRICT r YEAR __ _ _ 7 1999 2000
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Penjaringan 0.0278 177,201 182,127 187,191 192,394 197,743 203,240 208,890
Pademangan 0.0002 120,424 120,448 120,472 120,496 120,521 120,545 120,569
Tanjung Priok 0.005 285,925 287,355 288,791 290,235 291,686 293,145 294,611
Koja 0.0101 246,448 248,937 251,451 253,991 256,556 259,147 261,765
Kelapa Gading 0.0767 102,857 110,747 119,241 128,387 138,234 148,836 160,252
Cilincing 0.0269 198,637 203,981 209,468 215,103 220,889 226,831 232,932
Pulau Seribu 0.0087 14,780 14,908 15,038 15,169 15,301 15,434 15,568
TOTAL 1,146,273 1,168,503 1,191,652 1,215,775 1,240,930 1,267,178 1,294,587
XH.H. 229,255 233,701 238,330 243,155 248,186 253,436 258,917
Source: Derived from Table 3.1
n = Number of years from the base year Po
The resulting population estimates are shown in Table 3.2 .
Estimate of Household Connection Growth
As of 1992 only about 42% of the population in North Jakarta was
served by household connections. Table 3.3 shows the number of people
served by household connections in 1992. The population figures in Table 3.3
are obtained by multiplying the number of household connections by five (
assuming the average household size is approximately five persons, the usual
family size officially used in Indonesia ).
Accordingly, we can estimate the number of people who were not served by
pipe connection in 1992 by substracting from the total population those that were
connected to the network service (last coloum of table 3.3). This number (647,537
persons) will be used later to estimate the total percentage coverage of
existing hydrants and water terminals delivery in North Jakarta.
Table 3.3
Estimate Number of Household Connection Userr
And Non-Household Connection Users in 1992
Household (Persons)
DISTRICT Connections HH User NON-HH User
Penjaringan 13,877 69,385 98,360
Pademangan 12,674 50,696 69,680
Tanjung Priok 26,604 133,020 150,067
Koja 11,958 59,790 181,754
Kelapa Gading 17,677 79,547 9,179
Cilincing 9,974 49,870 138,497
TOTAL ) 92,764 442,308 647,537
Source : Derived from North Jakarta Water Enterprise data
Using the 1992 and 1993 data base, the annual growth rate of household
connections was calculated. The number is different from one service zone to
another, within a range of 3 % - 13 % across the service zones as shown in
Table 3.4.
Table 3.4
Number Of Household Connection and Annual Growth Rate
1992, 1993
Zones 1992 1993 r
Penjaringan 13,877 14,331 0.03
Pademangan 12,674 13,929 0.10
Tanjung Priok 26,604 29,146 0.10
Koja 11,958 13,252 0.11
Kelapa Gading 17,677 18,606 0.05
Cilincing 9,974 11,296 0.13
TOTAL 92,764 100,560
Source : Derived from North Jakarta water enterprise data
However, to estimate the household connection growth to the year 2000
I used annual growth rates in the range of 5 % - 10 % in order not to
overestimate the number of house connections in the year 2000. The range
was chosen based on the following assumptions :
1. Within the next 5 years there will be no new projects for expanding primary
distribution pipe in the current expansion plan for North Jakarta area
(through Jakarta Urban Development Plan, JUDP II project) except for the
main pipe distribution line and pipe rehabilitation plan in 1996/1997 fiscal
year (see Figure 3.1 in the Appendix C ).
2. The official rate of connection growth used by PAM Jaya in North Jakarta
in its targeted expansion plan is around 5% - 10% per year (it is also being
used by the Jakarta Bureau of Statistics to estimate the number of
household connection throughout the DKI Jakarta area).
The estimated number of household connections to the year 2000 is calculated
by using a trend extrapolation coumpounded formula similar to the one used in
the population projection:
Pn = P0(1+ri)"
= The number of household connection ( 2000) in zone i
= The number of household connection (1992) in zone i
= Annual growth rate of zone i
= Number of years between 1992 to 2000 (8)
Table 3.5
Estimated Number Of Household
1992- 2000
Connections
Zones 1992 2000
Penjaringan 13,877 22,118
Pademangan 12,674 20,200
Tanjung Priok 26,604 51,096
Koja 11,958 22,133
Kelapa Gading 17,677 30,372
Cilincing 9,974 21,380
Total Connections 92,764 167,300
Population Coverage 463,820 836,500
Percetage Coverage 42.00 64.62
Source : Derived from Table 3.4
Existing Coverage of Hydrants and Water Terminals
Table 3.6 below shows the monthly water consumption recorded by
the North Jakarta water enterprise during 1992. These data will be used
later on to estimate the number of persons covered by public hydrant supply at
the present time.
Table 3.6
Monthly Water Consumption
1992
DISTRICT Average Monthly Water Use (M3)
House Connections Hydrants Terminals
Penjaringan 620,065 39,570 1,530
Pademangan 391,029 92,370 90
Tanjung Priok 910,669 69,840 0
Koja 365,301 94,753 90
Kelapa Gading 556,231 6,409 0
Cilincing 241,161 58,837 4,140
TOTAL 3,084,456 361,779 5,850
Source : North Jakarta Water Enterprise, 1992
Based on an earlier survey (Crane, 1992) real water consumption has
risen to a range of between 50 - 60 liters/person/day, which is higher than the
average consumption of 30 liter/person/day that is being used for the design
standard of non-household connection facilities by the Ministry of Public Works.
The higher per-capita consumption is quite reasonable for an urban area.
Even though it is an under developed poor urban area, the communities
differ from rural communities, both in the density of population and in the
number as well as types of activities that consumer water. The lower per capita
consumption has been justified for rural water supply design, but generally does
not apply to urban communities. Therefore, in the rest of the calculations I will
use the modified water consumption figure of 60 liters/person/day.
To show that the existing number of facilities are inadequate to supply
the demand for clean water in poor communities, I will calculate the service
coverage of the existing facilities. The complete result of the estimation is
shown in Table 3.7 in the following page. At present, there are a total of 955
hydrant units and 65 water terminal units in North Jakarta which are running
and in good condition. The estimated population coverage by the facilities per
service zone are calculated as follows (refer to Table 3.7) :
1. In the column 2 of Table 3.7 the service coverage was calculated by
multiplying the number of hydrants with the service design standard used by
the Ministry of Public Work which is 200 persons for each hydrant having
a capacity of 6 cubic meters.
2. In column 3, the service coverage was calculated using the real water
consumption data (Table 3.6). The total daily water consumption was
divided by 60 liters/person/day to get the actual number of persons who used
the facilities.
3. The comparison between service coverage column 1) and 2) reflects a huge
contrast between what was designed and what actually happened. This
explains the deficiency of hydrants facilities to serve the demand, indicating
that the design criteria should be ajusted accordingly.
4. Column 3) shown the coverage of water terminals estimated from multiplying
the number of water terminals (using the design criteria used by the water
enterprise) by about 200 people served per facility. The actual data on water
terminal facilities consumption per service zone was not available, so I could
not use it for the calculation.
Table 3.7
Existing Coverage Of Hydrants And Terminals Delivery
1992
955 95,500 223,163 13,000
11 Percentaqe Coveraqe :
236,163
36.47
a) The number of people serve by hydrant facilites based on the design criteria use by the Ministry of Public Works.
b) The number of people serve by hydrants based on the real water consumption recorded by water enterprise.
c) Number of people serve by water terminals service based on the design criteria used by the Ministry of Public Works.
d) The total coverage is obtained by adding together the number of people using hydrant water, recorded by water enterpris
and water terminal coverage (col.5).
HYDRANTS WATER TERMINAL TOTAL Percentage
DISTRICT Number Coverage a) Coverage b) Number Coverage c) COVERAGE Coverage
of Units (persons) (persons) of Units (persons) (persons) By-Zones
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Penjaringan 40 4,000 26,380 17 3,400 29,780 30.28
Pademangan 194 19,400 51,317 1 200 51,517 73.93
Tanjung Priok 271 27,100 38,800 0 38,800 25.86
Koja 233 23,300 63,169 1 200 63,369 34.87
Kelapa Gading 12 1,200 4,273 0 4,273 46.55
Cilincing 205 20,500 39,225 46 9,200 48,425 34.96
TOTAL
5. The total coverage (column 6) is calculated by adding up column 3 and
column 5 together. For the whole area of North Jakarta the hydrants and
water terminals facilities only cover 36.5% of the demand in 1992 (bottom
line of Table 3.7).
Estimating Public Hydrant and Water Terminal Demand
To estimate the number of hydrants and water terminals demanded in
North Jakarta, we first have to approximate the number of people expected to
be served by these facilities in 2000. Table 3.8 shows the result of the
estimation.
Table 3.8
Number Of People Expected
By Hydrants And Water
2000
To Be Served
Terminals
Household Connections Non-Household Connection
ZONES HH Connection Coverage NonHH User Estimate Coverage
1 2 3 4 S a)
Penjaringan 22,118 110,589 98,301 78,641
Pademangan 20,200 90,902 29,667 23,733
TanjungPriok 51,096 255,479 39,132 31,305
Koja 22,133 110,667 151,098 120,878
Kelapa Gading 30,372 151,862 8,390 6,712
Cilincing 21,380 106,901 126,032 100,825
TOTAL 167,300 826,400 452,619 362,096
Source : Derived from Table 3.2 and Table 3.5
a) Coloum 5 is the estimate number of people expected
water terminals service
to be served by Hydrants and
The result in Table 3.8 was calculated using the following steps. I get the
total number of people covered from multiplying the estimated number of
household connections in 2000 (from Table 3.5) by the size of each household
Table 3.9
Percapita Investment and O/M Costs
WATER TERMINALS PUBLIC HYDRANTS
ITEMS COSTS ITEMS COSTS
ITE S 7 - (Rp.) I (Rp.)
1. Investments (in Rp. 1000) Investments (in Rp. 1000)
- Facility Construction 7,100 - Facility Construction 5,700
- Truck a) 20,000 - Connection Fee 150
Total b) 271/ capita Sub-total 58.5/capita
II. Operations Fees
- Transportation c) 4000 / trip
- Truck Operators 2500 / trip
Total d) 1,083 /m3
Ill. Maintenance Fees
Truck 1700 /trip
283 / m3
a) Based on design standar from the Ministry of Public Works we have to invest 1 truck
for every 3 water terminal invested. The unit cost for each six-meter cubic truck is Rp. 60 Mill.
b) 1 unit of water terminal serve 100 people, to get the per-capita investment we divide the total
investment by 100 users.
c) Each Truck delivers water once a day to the facility with average distance of 40 km round-trip.
With the fuel consumption of 5 km/liter and fuel cost of Rp. 500 / liter, the transportation cost
per trip is Rp. 4000.
d) At each trip the truck deliver 6 meter cubic of water at the most. To get the operation fees
per m3 of water divide the total cost per trip by 6 m3.
Table 3.10
Estimated Demand For Hydrants
To The Year 2000
And Terminals
Zones Public Hydrants Water Tank Terminals
Projected Existing Demand Projected Existing Demand
Penjaringan 708 40 668 79 17 62
Pademangan 237 194 43 0 1 0
Tanjung Priok 313 271 42 0 0 0
Koja 1,209 233 976 0 1 0
Kelapa Gading 67 12 55 0 0 0
Cilincing 907 205 702 101 46 55
TOTAL 3,441 955 2,486 179 65 114
Source : Derived from Table 3.8
(about five persons per household). Next, subtract column 3 from the total
population to get the non-household connection users (Table 3.8, column 4). I set
the target that 80% of them will be served by hydrants and water terminals
distribution service by the year 2000 ( Table 3.8 coloum 5).
As is shown in Table 3.9, per capita investment of water terminal is
relatively higher (Rp. 271,000) than per capita investment of hydrant ( Rp.
58,500). In addition, the water company has to provide the operation fees for
the operation of the truck, compare to no extra operational cost for hydrants
services. Since the percapita investment and extra operational cost of water
terminals is relatively more expensive compared to other modes of distribution, the
investment in water terminals in North Jakarta should be pushed down to the
minimum, or the water enterprise will have huge operational costs; the estimated
ratio between the number of hydrants and water terminal is 9:1. Table 3.10
shows the estimated number of hydrants and water terminals demanded in the
year 2000.
The water terminals suggested to be located only in Penjaringan and
Cilincing service zones. These areas are remote and swampy, which justifies the
construction of water terminals. To calculate the number of public hydrants and
water terminals, we divide the expected number of people to be served (Table 3.8,
column 5) by 100 persons per facility using 6 cubic meters standard capacity as
the modified design criteria for each hydrant and terminal .
In order to achieve our objective goal, in addition to the suggestion of
increasing capital to build more facilities it is also suggested to modify the
standard design criteria, as I have done in the estimated demand calculation.
Technical modifications and improvements are needed to have an efficient
facilities, such as in the modification of facility's design capacity, pipe diameter,
and other accesories. The next chapter will describe the mechanism for the
improvement of water supply provision for the poor community in more detail.
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FIGURE 3.1
DISTRIBUTION PIPE IN NORTH JAKARTA:
EXISTING AND EXPANSION PLAN
1. CILINCING
2. KOJA
3. KELAPA GADING
4. PADEMANGAN
5. PENJARINGAN --.-- EXPANSION PLAN
6. TANJUNG PRIUK - EXISTING MAIN DISTRIBUTION PIPE
CHAPTER 4
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
The shortage in the supply of water for the poor communities in North
Jakarta is due not only to scarcity of supply through the piped connection service,
but also the deficit left what is delivered by non-piped sources. Currently,
hydrants and water terminals are only capable of serving around 36.5 % of
people not connected to the piped water supply service in this area. Included in
this figure are people that fetch water directly from the facilities and those that
buy water from street vendors.
On the other hand, it is expected that the about 2,486 hydrants and 114
water terminals that need to be constructed to achieve the target of 80% of the
population planned to be served by these facilities in the year 2000. Given the
existing financial and institutional circumstances, it would be difficult to achieve
better service than for the poor unless some improvement in the system is first
undertaken by the authorities responsible for the water supply sector in North
Jakarta. That improvement would need to include physical aspects as well as
institutional change and market deregulation.
Physical and Technical Aspects
Some changes that I recommend in the technical criteria/design guidelines
for the construction of hydrants and water terminals in North Jakarta are as
follows :
A. Change in per capita consumption of water.
The per capita consumption level being used in calculations for the design
of the construction of public hydrants, i.e. 30 liters/capita/day, is much lower
than the real per capita water consumption, which has resulted in an inaccurate
design. This low standard water consumption rate has been justified for rural
water supply design, where the figure only covers water needs for selected
type of consumption, such as drinking, cooking, and cleaning dishes;
assuming that in the rural area people can easily find other sources of water
for washing clothes, etc.
However, this standard generally does not apply to urban communities,
which differ from rural communities both in the density of population and in
the number of activities that consume water. In urban areas even in the poor
ones, more people use the same facilities with higher consumption rates.
Monthly water consumption recorded by North Jakarta PAM Jaya has indicated
a relatively high water consumption rate from consumers who use hydrants and
water tank terminals presently in operation, in comparison with the original
design of the facilities.
Moreover, a direct survey of daily water consumption level per capita by
Yayasan Dian Desa (1990) indicated that the 30 liter per person is too low.
Under the current situation, average per capita consumption is 57
liters/capita/day. Therefore, based on this survey and the recorded real water
consumption (Table 3.6) the standard water consumption rate should be raised. I
recommend the standard daily per capita consumption level officially be
increased to 60 liters/capita for hydrants and water terminals that are located
in urban area. It should be noted here that if we actually apply the
increased standard of 60 liters/capita/day to the methodology we used to
estimate the current service coverage, the existing service coverage of
hydrants and water terminals (Table 3.7) would be much lower than 36.5%.
Even though the average per capita consumption for water supply in
the metropolitan city of Jakarta generally has reached the range between 180 -
220 liter/capita/day, I would say that 60 liter/capita/day is adequate for this
area of North Jakarta based on the following reasons. First, considering the
amount of production capacity allocated by PAM Jaya for North Jakarta area,
particularly for its poor section, a higher per capita consumption would not be
realistic. Second, the new standard would still be considered only for the use of
selected types of consumption and it assume that people practice the use of
shallow wells or collected rainwater for other needs, at least until they can be
connected to the pipe water supply service. Finally, the poor relatively have
limited budget for water uses, this argument can be proven by the result of the
survey previously indicated, 60 liters would be adequate to cover their daily
basic need for water. The possibility of increased water consumption due to
expected lower prices is beyond this discussion.
B. Restricted locations for water tank terminals.
For the North Jakarta area, it would be appropriate if the water tank
terminals were located only in Cilincing and Penjaringan service zones for the
following reasons. First, the North Jakarta water en'L ise has shown its
reluctance to provide service for terminal water facilities because of the high
cost of operation. As a consequence, the number of water terminals
constructed will have to be relatively smaller than the number of public
hydrants. Second, only Penjaringan and Cilincing have remote areas that
are currently not overpassed by the pipe distribution network (see Figure 3.1).
C. Design capacity of hydrants and water tank terminals.
The standard capacity of hydrants and water terminals at present time
ranging between 2 - 6 m3 . Smaller facility has to serve a larger number of
people, especially for areas with high population densities. In North Jakarta it
would seem more efficient for the capacity of the facility to change to 6 m3
by volume, which would serve 100 persons at the most, for all new and future
hydrant and water terminal construction.
D. Change of distribution pipe diameter
Some facilities use pipes with a diameter of 2 inches to connect the
facility to the main distribution pipe. This large diameter boosts the flow of
water to the facility and disturbs supply of water to the farthest point of
distribution. To improve this condition the design guideline should be revised
to use a 1 inch service pipe diameter.
Institutional and Market Deregulation
Public money is not the only way to bring water to poor urban
communities. This proposition has proven true in North Jakarta in the construction
of privately-owned hydrants (hidran umum) and the expansion of water delivery
through private vendors. In the case of water service through the vending system,
the market mechanism can be adjusted by increasing both supply and
competition. Water utility regulations should be able to accommodate and
encourage these kinds of private provision of water service.
Even though vended water is relatively expensive, the fact that people buy this
water shows that people are indeed prepared to pay for water supplies if the
service is reliable and the water quality is acceptable. The question that has
arisen now is how government can give more incentives to the private sector in
order to direct more resources toward improving the supplies of water in this
community and protecting consumers from market abuse.
It is the water enterprise's role to disseminate information about the need
for private investors in this pursuit. The lack of information and the difficulty
of administrative processing have become a disincentive for the investors in past
years. Perhaps by giving incentives in the form of administrative flexibility or
credit extension for potential investors, authorities can encourage potential private
investors to participate in building more facilities in the poor community. The
credits can be extended in the form of physical construction as well as the
facility connection service fee.
In the water vending market, competition can be increased by opening the
vendor job market to other potential vendors outside the ethnic group (a particular
village in Central Java) which has traditionally dominated this activity. The
existence of barriers to entry for vendors from outside their ethnic group has
undermined market competition, and the actors in the market have created a
monopoly whereby they can set an arbitrarily high price for water without
restriction.
One alternative is to institutionalize the vendors system within the water
company organization, requiring potential vendors and those already in the
business to get a license to operate as vendors. In line with this, each
hydrant or water terminal operator will be required only to sell water to
vendors that are already licensed by PAM Jaya; the water company has to
enforce this regulation actively. Under this kind of framework, the number of
vendors can be controlled by the water company. In fact, it also opens up the
possibility for the water company to take charge in controlling the vended
water price, by setting a limit of how much the vendors can charge their
customer. However, one aspect that has to be avoided is a possibility of
excessive bureaucracy and un-official fees that comes along with this.
Eliminating the hydrant division office from the PAM Jaya central office,
and handing it over to the North Jakarta branch office, might be an overall
advantage in the sense that control would be in the hand of the branch office. Two
sub-divisions could be created within the hydrant division office to provide
service for the poor. One would be responsible for the credit extension and
the other to control the vending system.
To conclude, clear guidelines need to be developed not only to
encourage further participation of the private sector and to create a competitive
market in providing water service, but also to control the market, bearing in
mind that the private sector tends to maximize its profit. Water service,
especially for the poor, will always have a social-welfare objective in
Indonesia. The proper regulation will have to be established by both the
water enterprise as the executing agency, and the Ministry of Public Works as
the responsible agency for technical standards in the water supply sector.
Water Users' Participation
One source of non-market pressure to improve the performance of an
infrastructure service is direct user participation, or "voice" as the public policy
literature calls it (Israel, 1987). "Voice" is the stage at which users can
influence the final outcome of a service through some form of --rticipation or
articulation of feedback ( Gabrielle Watson, 1992), be it for initial service
provision or improved maintenance and operation.
However, voice is effective only if people feel that they will be heard,
that their existence is formally acknowledged. The problem is that individual
communities in the developing world are sometimes not really aware of and
involved in the development activities around them. They need to develop a
sense of ownership, since any sustainable program requires a sense of ownership
on the part of the targeted community. The example of North Jakarta shows that
8 For detailed discussion of how community pressure can influence service improvement of an
infrastructure service, see the experience of Sao Paulo Brazil, reported by Gabrielle Watson
(1992).
in overcoming a water shortage, the community does not participate in project
development at any level, everything having been set up and controlled by the
authorities. The site selection for facilities designated by the Lurah is just one
example of this.
To acknowledge the problem and facilitate their voice, the community
needs to develop a water-user group. However, there are constraints on
forming this kind of grass-roots organization in an urban community. Urban
communities, even poor ones, have quite different characteristics from rural
communities.
Urban communities tend to be more individualized, and time tends to be
more valuable to the residents as compared to people in rural areas.
Nevertheless, urban environments are more suitable for exercising voice than
rural ones because of the generally higher level of education of the population.
Detailed discussion of the various dimensions of local participation is beyond
the scope of this thesis because more in-depth study of the community in
question is required. However, a suggestion to form a framework and basic
guidelines for community participation in the project will be set forth in the next
section.
Conclusion
As of 1992 the household water connection service in North Jakarta only
covered about 42 % of the total population. Until individual households are
connected with the water service, other methods of delivery, such as hydrants
and water terminals, are the only options available to provide clean water supply to
much of the community. Nevertheless, the hydrants and water terminals facilities
presently cover at most only about 36.5 % of the rest of the people. The long
distance between each facility has made it necessary for the community to rely
mostly on the service of private water vendors. It is reasonable that people pay
a relatively higher price for vended water than for other services because they have
to pay for hauling of water, which is very labor intensive.
I would like to suggest two ways to drive down the high price of water.
The first is to increase the supply by building more hydrant and water terminal
facilities. The second is to create competition among the vendors themselves by
opening the job market to people from outside the existing vendor ethnic group.
Future available funds might come from government subsidies as well as
private sector participation. To attract the flow of more private money into water
service for the poor, the authorities need to set up a clear regulatory framework
as well as provide incentives to the potential private investors, such as extending
credit for physical construction or subsidizing connection fees. Active promotion
on the part of the North Jakarta water enterprise and related government offices
regarding this issue must be encouraged.
In addition to building more hydrant and terminal facilities, private water
vendors should be recognized as a legalized water distribution mode. One
drawback of water vending activities has been the prcential for monopoly,
which has driven up prices. This condition has to be faced and controlled by
the authorities, and there is no way to do this other than by formally
recognizing the vending system and controlling prices. From the example in
North Jakarta, it is obvious that there is a lack of competition in the job market
because current vendors come exclusively from a certain village. As a result, a
monopoly has been created by this group. The authorities should legalize the
occupation and open the job market to people other than those coming from a
particular ethnic background.
I suggest to require that all vendors obtain a license from the water
company. Only those with licenses would be permitted to buy water from
the hydrant or water terminal facilities. In addition, the water company should
also limit the price of vended water that could be charge to their customer. If
this regulation is being enforced and monitored effectively, it would allow the
water company to have control over the market.
In conclusion, there are several guidelines and regulation revisions which
should be adopted by the authorities responsible for the water supply issue in this
context. First, the Ministry of Public Works should revise its standard design
guidelines for the purpose of :
1. Increasing the standard design for daily water consumption to 60
liter/capita/day.
2. Limiting the service coverage per-facility to 100 persons/facility.
3. Standardizing the capacity per-unit to six m3 for all hydrants and water
terminals.
4. Changing the facility pipe connection diameter from 2 inch to 1 inch.
In addition, the North Jakarta water enterprise should limit the construction of
water terminals only to the Penjaringan and Cilincing service zones areas.
Second, the water enterprise should extend its regulation to guide the
implementation of private participation. The new regulations should address the
following issues :
1. Establishing detailed procedures for private participation in constructing the
facilities.
2. Establishing procedures for controlling the vendor job market. These procedures
may include a water price agreement or rate structure guidelines.
Finally, guidelines for community involvement in various stages of the project
implementation must also be developed. All of the above information should be
clearly and widely disseminated as public information.
I suggest future research should be undertaken to assess the capacity of
PAM Jaya North Jakarta branch office to operationalize the recommendations of
this study. The study should also include financial resource mobilization that is
incorporated in a short to long term planning of the utility to serve the poor
communities.
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